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Monuments of Conformity
COMMEMORATING AND PROTESTING ONATE ON THE BORDER

Yolanda Leyva

I

n 199° el Congreso Chicano de la Comunidad published a leaflet opposing the "Twelve Travelers," a public-art project in EI Paso, Texas. The
Twelve Travelers included names firmly associated with the Spanish colonization of the Southwest: Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, Gaspar Castano
de Vaca, fray Garda de San Francisco, Diego de Vargas, Francisco Vasquez
de Coronado, Antonio de Otermin, and Juan de Onate. While the Twelve
Travelers project, a group headed by sculptor John Houser, claimed to
embrace a history of diversity, Chicano activists decried the exclusion of
Mexican-origin people and their history. EI Congreso announced: "U.S.
society has a record of ignoring our Mexican heritage by pretending to celebrate Spanish culture. But we are not Spaniards.'" EI Congreso's indictment highlights the complex relationship of identity to the production of
history and historical memory.
This article examines the trajectory of the Spanish colonial imaginary
during the Great Depression of the 1930S and from 1989 to the present in
the southwestern border city of El Paso, Texas. During these two eras, the
Spanish imaginary, or the "Spanish heritage fantasy" as posited by Carey
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McWilliams in the 1940s, stood at the forefront of narratives and debates
over regional history.2 McWilliams's concept defined a mythic world inhabited by conquistadores and missionaries, an imagined past during which
civilization was brought to a savage land. Historians, city boosters, civic leaders, and newspapers propagated (and continue to promulgate) this romanticized version of history. A comparison of the two periods illuminates the
differing ways in which Mexican-origin people have asserted their place
within and outside the historical narrative of the region and the nation.
While in the 1930S Mexican Americans embraced Spanish-colonial history
as part of their past, by the 1990S they had rejected this association with
conquistadores and conquest; instead, they advanced an alternative indigenous identity, mestizo, which emphasized mixed-race heritage. Spanishcolonial imaginary and Onate's historical reconstruction played critical parts
in the creation and maintenance of intertwined, and sometimes opposing,
historical narratives and politics throughout parts of the Southwest.
Historian Sarah Horton has written, "Perhaps no other issue of Latino
public history has been more inflammatory than the equal inclusion of
Spanish and indigenous heritages in commemorations of Latino history."
In her essay, Horton asks a critical question: "Is the reenactment of the
Spanish conquest an innocent commemoration of past Spanish glory, or
does it serve as a public sanction of existing racial inequalities?" Nancy
Lorenza Green, black Chicana poet, community activist, and critic ofOi'iate
commemorations, conveys this conflict eloquently in her poem "Onate sin
Pata." In 2004 she wrote, "Onate woke up / From his nightmare / In hell /
Destined for all eternity / To relive his past / And to fully comprehend / The
cruelty of his actions." She contrasts this interpretation with the commemorations in El Paso. "But in EI Paso / They honored him / Those pendejos
who refuse / To understand / The inhumanity of the / Neo-colonial mind."
The answer to the complex question of public commemorations of the
Spanish-colonial past and Onate is rooted in the highly contested production of history and in shifting political strategies of opposing parties. J
While the Spanish-colonial imaginary played itself out and continues to
play itself out in other southwestern regions-New Mexico and California
in particular-EI Paso presents a different case. 4 In New Mexico and California, scholars argue, "Spanish Americans" employed the "Spanish heritage fantasy" to distance themselves from the growing immigrant population
and to mark their inclusion into the nation. In contrast El Paso was an
immigrant community with a strong Mexican, not Spanish American, iden-
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tity throughout the twentieth century. Rather than distancing themselves
from Mexican immigrants, Mexican-origin people in El Paso used images
of Spanish colonialism to subvert the popular images of Mexican people as
uncivilized and uneducated, opening political and representational spaces
for their Mexican-immigrant community. In fact one of the most vocal proponents of the Spanish imaginary was a Mexican immigrant, Cleofas
Calleros, who later identified himself as "full blooded Indian."5 This identity shift illustrates the changes in representation that occurred among
Mexican Americans. To many Mexican-origin people in the early twentieth
century, Spanish colonial images represented their cultural and religious
inclusion in the national historical narrative, one connected to both mestizaje
and Catholicism. It challenged the dominant representations of history that
highlighted Euroamericans and excluded anything Mexican.
In the 1990s, Mexican/Chicano community activists began to organize
against the celebration of Spanish colonialism personified by the image af
Onate. Their identification with other indigenous peoples, which called an
a continental history that preceded European imperialism, sought equality
based on their relationship to the Americas rather than Spanish colonialism. Instead of claiming a Spanish identity separate from a Mexican one,
Mexican-origin people began to protest the emphasis on a seemingly glorious and victorious Spanish past, in the name of a more inclusive and
multicultural narrative.
Conquistadores and Padres: Historical Memory
during the Great Depression

The Texas Centennial in 1936 represented perhaps the first opportunity for
Mexican-origin people in El Paso to insert themselves into Texas, southwestern, and U.S. history. From 1935 through 1937, Texans celebrated the
one hundredth anniversary of their declaration of independence from
Mexico. Planning for the centennial began in earnest in 1931 and continued for several years as towns and cities throughout Texas held celebrations.
As other cities commemorated battles and "heroes" of the Texas Revolutionary period, El Pasoans faced the challenge of celebrating the independence of Texas in a city that had not been part of Texas in 1836 and did not
exist at the time that Texas declared independeoce.6 Local planners, congruent with other civic celebrations of the Euroamerican conquest of Mexican Texas, resolved the dilemma by creating events and images that
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emphasized the history of conquest in the EI Paso area during the Spanish
colonial period. Arguing that men like Juan de Onate and Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca were the first white men in the EI Paso area allowed
Euroamericans to claim a long history of conquest for the region, one in
which white men had opened the way for other white men. For decades
afterward, the popular historical narrative would label Spaniards "white."7
The centennial also provided a venue for Catholic Texans, both
Euroamerican and Mexican American, to claim their place in history. Just
as the state and local governments were preparing for the centennial, so too
was the Catholic History Society of the Knights of Columbus. In 1932 the
chairman of the Texas Knights of Columbus Historical Commission, Rev.
Paul J. Foik, praised the work of historians documenting the history of the
Catholic Church in Texas:
[They] have undertaken to compile the enchanting narrative that
reveals itself in a startling panorama of events, from the age of the
conquistadores and the padres down through the centuries to the
present day. They were Spaniards and Catholics, who first blazed the
trail into the very heart of the southwest long before the AngloSaxons came to settle at Plymouth Rock in New England. They
crossed the Bad Lands, plodded through the scorching deserts, and
groped their way into this dark expanse of mystery, where no white
men hitherto had dared to enter. They entered there the first civilizing
influence among the savage aborigines by means of the spiritual
conquest of souls. 8
Urging Texas Catholics to participate in the centennial celebration, Father Foik wrote, "There is a splendid opportunity for Catholics to demonstrate and give outward manifestation of the important place occupied by
the Spanish conquistadores, padres, explorers, and settlers in bringing the
first light of civilization and Christianity to Texas." Catholics, Father Foik
argued, had a "rightful place in the dramatization of this grand spectacle."9
The City ofEI Paso, the Diocese ofEI Paso, and the Knights of Columbus
complied with his request. In 1936 the diocese released a booklet, Texas
1936 Centennial Celebration, edited by Cleofas Calleros and Joseph I.
Driscoll. The booklet, with contributions from numerous local Catholics, featured a cover by EI Paso artist G. Harris Shelton. The illustration
portrayed Onate accompanied by Franciscan missionaries. According to
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the text, the missionaries exemplified the Spanish delivery of "the message of
Christianity to the primitive Indian of the land."10 Such imagery-Spanish
conquistadores and priests triumphing over Native peoples-was prevalent
during El Paso's centennial celebrations.
Long maligned in the United States, Catholics used the Texas Centennial to claim social and cultural legitimacy by extolling the work of Spanish
missionaries and employing the deeply entrenched tropes of civilization,
savagery, and progress brought by whites. Mexican Americans had suffered
doubly in the Euroamerican, largely Protestant, United States. They had
experienced both anti-Catholic prejudice from Protestants and anti-Mexican sentiment from some fellow Catholics, who viewed them as "too Indian" in their ways of worship. To right this injustice, El Paso's largely
Catholic Mexican community and its leadership undertook writing themselves into the grand Texas narrative, as part of the Spanish conquest. Perhaps Calleros was the most visible advocate of this political strategy. Heavily
involved in planning the local centennial activities, he painted a vision in
which Catholic missionaries brought civilization to a primitive land and
future generations would praise indigenous peoples for their loyalty. Through
this narrative, Spaniards became white men and EI Paso became not an
outpost on the margins of Texas history but home to the oldest white settlement in Texas. While Euroamericans and elite Spanish Americans used
the notions of civilization and whiteness to disassociate themselves from
newly arrived Mexican immigrants, this connection to a colonial past became a way for the leaders ofEI Paso's largely immigrant Mexican community to claim the attributes of whiteness and civility during a time when they
were under racial attack. 1I
Calleros left his mark on the Texas Centennial in innumerable ways.
Between 1931 and 1972, he published sixteen books and pamphlets on the
history ofEI Paso and the Southwest. His works focused on Catholic Church
history, particularly the Spanish missions. By the time of the Texas Centennial in 1936, he had already published two local Catholic historiesY Beginning with his historical work in the 1930S and especially with the Texas
Centennial, Calleros wrote and circulated a vision of history that emphasized Spanish civilization based on masculinity (conquistadores and missionaries) and Catholic religiosity, which was sustained against all adversity.
Calleros was an immigrant who had come to the border as a child. Born
in Rio Florido, Chihuahua, in 1896, his family moved to Ciudad Chihuahua when he was an infant. The powerful politician and businessman Luis
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Terrazas expelled Calleros's father from Chihuahua, and the family moved
to El Paso when Calleros was six years old. Calleros attended Sacred Heart
School, graduating as valedictorian in 1911. At seventeen he began a job as a
cashier with the Santa Fe Railroad. He later remembered that he faced
obstacles early on: "Now don't think that it was a bed of roses. I remember
that when I first got to be assistant cashier, the first ones that jumped on me
were the Masons, and then the Ku Klux Klan. They couldn't see why a
Mexican was there, see?"J3 These experiences prepared him for his work as
an immigration advocate and civil rights leader.
In 1926 Calleros became the U.S.-Mexico border representative of the
National Catholic Welfare Conference (NCWC), an immigrant advocacy
organization that had established offices in El Paso and Ciudad Juarez in
1923.14 As border representative, Calleros saw firsthand the struggles and injustices that Mexican immigrants and U.S.-born Mexicans faced every day. As
a community activist, he challenged Euroamerican racial attitudes and racist actions that relegated Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants to
second-class status. Within a few years of becoming the border representative, Calleros faced an even more formidable challenge: defending the Mexican American and Mexican community during the Great Depression.
Understanding how and why the Mexican American community in El
Paso embraced the Spanish colonial imaginary requires some context. By
1930 El Paso's Mexican community represented the third-largest concentration of Mexicans in the United States. The twin cities ofCiudad Juarez and
El Paso were the most populous border cities. As the effects of the Great
Depression reached El Paso in 1930, Euroamericans scapegoated Mexicans
and Mexican Americans as the cause of the city's and the nation's economic
problems. Mexican workers were the first targets, and the community experienced institutional and extralegal discrimination and violence. Both Mexicans and Mexican Americans in El Paso responded in a variety of ways,
with some joining organizations like the Comisi6n Honorffica and La Cruz
Azul, which were organized under the auspices of the Mexican consulate.
Both associations cemented ties between the Mexican communities in the
Southwest and the Mexican government. 15 Others joined organizations like
the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), a group that sought
equality through American citizenship and civic values. 16 Still others left
the United States through deportation and voluntary and involuntary repatriation. Within this anti-Mexican environment, issues of race-specifically
whiteness-came to the forefront.
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The racial categorization of Mexicans in the United States has been a
contentious issue since the early nineteenth century. Fears of miscegenation, deeply entrenched in the U.S. psyche, shaped Euroamerican attitudes
toward Mexicans. Skin color played a critical role in Euroamerican characterizations of Mexicans as degraded people. Historian Arnoldo De Leon
has argued that, for Euroamerican Texans, "color was a demarcation between the desirable and the undesirable, the acceptable and the unacceptable, the tolerable and the intolerable."17 Anglo hostility toward Mexicans
grew in the post-Civil War era, and violence between Euroamericans and
Mexicans crescendoed into the late nineteenth century. By the Great Depression, these anti-Mexican attitudes had merged with popular anti-immigrant prejudice. When the U.S. Census of 1930 created the category of
"Mexican," it departed from the earlier practice of categorizing Mexicans
as white. As the Depression ground forward into the mid-1930s, Mexican
Americans' hold on whiteness became ever more precarious. IS
Beginning in the 1920S, Calleros began to employ whiteness as a political tool in community, professional, and scholarly work. From his first years
in the NCWC, Calleros had battled challenges to Mexican whiteness. In
1926, when federal forms reclassified Mexicans "as of other than white color,"
Calleros immediately telegrammed Alfonso Perales, one of the foremost
Mexican American civil rights leaders, to work with Maury Maverick (later
a Texas congressman and San Antonio mayor) to protest this action. 19 Calleros
remained vigilant and in 1928 wrote to the Department of Public Health
Services asking why they were employing the term brown race to describe
Mexican Americans. 2o
In the midst of the Texas Centennial, with its emphasis on conquest and
local commemorations of white Spanish explorers, El Paso's Mexican American community found its own constructed whiteness under attack. In 1935
the City ofEI Paso began labeling Mexican Americans as "colored" in the
birth and death records. City officials said that the Department of Commerce and the Bureau of the Census used similar policies and that other
Texas cities also classified Mexican Americans as colored. 2l Mexican Americans in El Paso, led by Calleros and other community leaders, organized to
regain white status. Local civil rights leaders distributed a flyer informing
the Mexican American community that two years earlier the Democrats
had attempted to stop Mexican Americans from voting in the white primary, until the state attorney general ruled that Mexican Americans were
white. The flyer also informed the community that the director of the city's
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Health Department had announced that it would begin classifying Mexican Americans as colored. In response to this action, the literature urged
Mexican Americans to pay their poll tax and vote. The flyer estimated that
there were sixty thousand Spanish-speaking residents in EI Paso County, 85
percent of whom were citizens and fifteen thousand were potential voters. 22
On 25 October 1936, the Spanish language newspaper El Continental argued that Mexicans belonged "to the racial group of their mother country,
Spain, and therefore to the Caucasian race." Earlier that month, a Mexican
American wrote to the local newspaper stating that the "white trash" who
had recently come to the EI Paso area did not know that the "first white
explorers and settlers in the State of Texas were Spanish speakers."23
Calleros argued that Mexicans were not colored. Under the Texas civil
and penal codes, colored meant people of "mixed blood descended from
Negro ancestry."24 Not all authorities agreed. On 21 August 1936, Dr. Halbert
L. Dunn, chief statistician for the National Office of Vital Statistics, defined it to Arthur Wales, statistician for the Health Department in Houston:
"colored [included] Negro, Mexican, Indians, Chinese, Japanese and other
non-white races."25 To the editor of the El Paso Herald-Post, Calleros asserted that Mexicans "as a race are red if they are Indians and white if they
are not Indians."26 Thirty-six years later, Calleros reversed his view: "Now
personally I am a full-blooded Mexican Indian. Three of my grandparents
were ofthe Tepehuanis [sic], and my grandmother on my father's side, she
was a Tarahumara. So I am a full-blooded Indian."27 In the 1960s, Mexican
Americans began to reject notions of whiteness in favor of an identity rooted
in indigeneity and the Americas rather than Europe and conquest.

Historical Production in the Late Twentieth Century
In 1989 the Spanish colonial imaginary and Onate again came to the forefront of public debates and the production of historical memory in El Paso
with the initiation of the Twelve Travelers Memorial of the Southwest. When
sculptor John Houser and his supporters proposed the Twelve Travelers,
including Juan de Onate, they were tapping into an old American myth.
Yet, by the 1980s, the story had become more complicated and more politicized. By the turn of the twenty-first century, Mexican ethnic support of the
Spanish colonial imaginary was no longer a given.
In 1989 Houser proposed a public art project to the City of El Paso, following a municipal call for proposals to revitalize downtown. 28 The list of
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early endorsements was impressive. In 1990 the Twelve Travelers newsletter
listed the Mexican American Bar Association, Juntos Art Association, Texas
State Teachers Association, Chicano Legal Defense Foundation, Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, North Bank Arts Guild, El Paso Black Democrats,
Mexican Students Association at the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP),
National Hispanic Quincentennial Commission, and national president of
the Foundation for the Advancement of Hispanic Americans. 29
In 1992 the city made an agreement with Houser, and fray San Francisco
and Onate were approved as subjects of the first two sculptures the following year. Dedicated in 1996, Fray Garcia de San Francisco, Founder of the
Pass of the North, 1659 has aroused little controversy. In contrast the selection of Onate as the second Traveler statue has been wrought with disagreement. Controversies over the second statue have ranged from financial to
locational to historical. The final project, including the production of the
sculpture and its installation at the El Paso International Airport, cost over.
two million dollars. Approximately 60 percent was raised privately, with the
City ofEl Paso providing the remaining funds. JO Placement of the sculpture
was also a contentious issue. The statue was originally planned for downtown, given that it began as a part of a downtown revitalization project. In
2001 historian Oscar J. Martinez warned that the downtown installation
would create security concerns. He compared the statue to "flying the Confederate flag over the South Carolina state capital."31 In 2003, after considering numerous locations, the city council agreed to erect the huge statue at
the airport where they hoped millions of tourists would view the four-and-ahalf-story statue. A maquette of the statue had been displayed at the airport
for several years. In August 2006, the city council approved fifty thousand
dollars in additional funding to build the base for the Onate sculpture, whose
imminent unveiling has initiated a new wave of boosterism. 32
The genealogy of the project itself is a fascinating story with surprisingly
clear ties to the Texas Centennial of 1936. Although the idea for the statue
series originated with Mayor Tom Lea Sr., who proposed "a group of civic
sculptures commemorating El Paso's early pioneers" in 1915, it was not until the 1930S that the idea resurfaced more earnestly. Sculptor Gutzon
Borglum came to El Paso in 1935 to explore carving historically themed
monuments into the local mountains. Borglum, best known for carving
Mount Rushmore, believed passionately in monumental sculpture. He was
also a long-time member of the Ku Klux Klan, a fact ignored in accounts of
Borglum's ties to El Paso. 33 Borglum explored the El Paso area, looking for a
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suitable site for large-scale sculptures; while the Franklin Mountains (located
on the edge of El Paso) were not viable, he found Hueco Tanks, thirty-two
miles northeast of the city, to be a great possibility. Borglum then lobbied the
city with "his dream of carving 400 years of history, beginning with Cabeza de
Vaca, on the granite walls of Hueco Tanks."34 The Texas Centennial Committee participated in the planning, and a local group envisioned him carving
Cabeza de Vaca with three companions and a "group ofIndians" in the background. Borglum declared, "If El Paso has the guts, there are a lot of things
this place could do to draw an increasing stream of tourists and millions of
dollars in their wake." Ultimately, the Great Depression made the project
impossible. The idea remained dormant until 1988, when retired journalist
Art Leibson argued in an editorial that the Twelve Travelers and the Columbus Quincentenary celebration provided a similar opportunity.35
Houser's father, Ivan, worked with Borglum on Mount Rushmore, and
the Borglum-Houser connection continued into the early history of the
Twelve Travelers. In late 1990, the project brought a Borglum bronze statue
of Abraham Lincoln to El Paso. In an editorial, Chicano poet Ricardo
Sanchez pointed to the "throbs of divisiveness ... the horrid gulf between
the haves and have-nots ... the racist notions and petards of the past" still
alive in the city. The nation was about to enter the Gulf War, and Sanchez
mentioned that the conflict would "also give us a glaring statistic of deaths
in terms of racial, ethnic make up." He ended the column by thanking the
Twelve Travelers for "the privilege of bringing Mr. Lincoln to our borderland."36 In 1991 Borglum's daughter, Mary Ellis Borglum Powers, visited El
Paso to deliver the keynote address at an event sponsored by the Twelve
Travelers. In another editorial, Sanchez wrote: "It is our patrimony, one
which can attract the visitors that Borglum once envisioned coming here,
but who went on to South Dakota to gaze in awe at Mt. Rushmore. That
same dream can still be realized, but only if El Paso begins to take pride in
itself. ... Ours is a cultural history which predates the rest of the nation, and
we need not take a back seat to anyone."37 The ironies of extolling the work
of Borglum, while discussing multiculturalism, are clear today.
In addition to the Borglum-Houser relationship, there was also a significant link between Houser and El Paso mayor Lea. 38 In 1947 Lea's son, Tom
Lea III, wrote and illustrated the Calendar of Travelers through the Pass of
the North, which was to inspire the Twelve Travelers four decades later. 39
The decision to follow the first statue with one of Onate both reflected a
conventional and comfortable storyline and elicited challenges to the mean-
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ing of history and art among Chicano critics of the statue. Ofiate's story had
been ingrained into El Pasoans' historical memory for much of the twentieth century. During that time, local histories told the same tale of Ofiate as
hero and namer of El Paso. 40
Clearly the Twelve Travelers had chosen a narrative long familiar to El
Pasoans, yet by the fall of 1990, the local university newspaper, the Prospector, reported that the Twelve Travelers had "become a source of political
and historical controversy."41 In an EI Paso Times editorial, lawyer and president of the Chicano Legal Defense Foundation Fernando Chacon offered
this criticism:
It is true that the arts in EI Paso that are financed by public money
operate to exclude the Chicano reality. This is accomplished by

placing white supremacists on the art boards to the exclusion of the
Chicano community. These little cliques operate to give themselves
the government contracts. The Twelve Travelers project and the
process for the mural competition for the new courthouse is a clear
example of this carefully orchestrated cultural exclusionY
In the following months, further criticism of the Twelve Travelers emanated from the Chicano community. That fall Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA) members joined other community groups,
such as Tonal Teokalli, a group promoting Mexican Indian culture, to form
Congreso Chicano de la Comunidad. MEChA member Noe Mendiola
commented on the acknowledgment of Mexican Americans' indigenous
background: "It's something desperately needed. It clarifies a misconception that we're all Hispanics. But most Hispanics only see what educators let
them know about their own culture." Mario Chavarria ofthe Congreso stated
that the coalition had been organized to confront "issues that concern our
people locally," including health, education, and housing. He continued
with his position on the statues: "Most of the figures the artist proposes
don't represent anything for us. One of the twelve travelers, Coronado, destroyed five Indian cities. [James] Magoffin was here to promote annexation
of Mexico to the United States. Cabeza de Vaca came here with an armada
only to colonialize us. The artist gives us a historical vision from the eyes of
the colonializers."43
In the weeks to come, Chavarria elaborated on his critique. "Mario
Chavarria, member of the Congreso Chicano de la Comunidad, objects to
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the six Spaniards proposed as representative figures. The Spanish conquistadores include Juan de Onate, who led the first successful colonizing expedition into New Mexico, and Diego de Vargas, who brought the Pueblos
under European civil and religious authority through warfare and execution." Of Coronado, Onate, Diego de Vargas, and the other three Spaniards, Chavarria claimed, "They're men who created a system of genocide,
racial slavery and anti-Semitism." Houser disagreed: "We're not out to memorialize great people. We're out to describe the history of the area with all
the conflict and drama. We don't want to revise history; just'present it as it
was, as accurately as we can."44 Chavarria countered that Twelve Travelers
promotional materials enshrine.d Cabeza de Vaca with labels such as "fidelity, patience, diligence, temperance, justice, simplicity and courage." What
was silenced was equally important to Chavarria. Houser's history, he noted,
omitted Coronado's destruction of five pueblos and his method of torturing
prisoners "by covering their bodies with hot coals." Houser defended the project
in a number of ways. He stated that the list of proposed travelers included two
Indians and two Mexicans and that Hispanic and Mexican groups supported
the project. He also highlighted his work with the Lacandon and Tarahumara
Indians of Mexico. Perhaps to appease Chicano opposition, Houser proposed
adding "a thirteenth figure that will represent an anonymous Mexican maid
or an immigrant to represent that part ofhistory."45
The debates pitted Hispanics who identified with the history of conquest
and conquerors against Chicanos who repudiated both. Chavarria declared:
"U.S. society has a record of ignoring our Mexican heritage by pretending
to celebrate Spanish culture. But we are not Spaniards. In an area that is
over 70 percent Mexican ... this minority inclusion is clearly a token effort
to give credibility to his project."46
In the twentieth century, shifts in political identities from Mexican American to Chicano played a key role in the change from embracing the Spanish colonial imaginary to rejecting it. Divisions between activists who
identified as Mexican American and those who identified as Chicano occurred throughout the Southwest. Historian Guadalupe San Miguel described the Chicano activists:
[They] rejected the Mexican American Generation's belief in cultural
pluralism, in whiteness, and in middle-class life. The Chicano identity
replaced these ideals with gendered notions of cultural nationalism, a
complex concept that included several dimensions, including that of
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male-based indigenismo, cultural pride, and reaffirmation of workingclass life. Unlike members of the Mexican American Generation who
viewed themselves as white and as sharing many similarities with
Anglos, the Chicano generation viewed itself as being different from
Anglos. They were of indigenous-i.e., non-white-origins, extremely
proud or'their Mexican cultural heritage, and devoted to their workingclass barriosY
The Chicano movement enabled a new vision not only of the future but
also of the past. One founding document of the movement, "El Plan
Espiritual de Aztlan," made the connection clear. A product of the Denver
Youth Liberation Conference in 1969, "El Plan" stressed a connection to
the land through the concept of Aztlan (the historic homeland of the Aztecs) and an identity link~d to indigenous roots. 4S Activists sought ways to
emphasize indigenous values to consolidate the burgeoning Chicano identity. Poets, writers, and community workers, for instance, began to recreate
Mexican Indian ceremonies as a form of resistance. 49 Mexicans and Chicanos
returned to Mexico to study with traditional teachers, such as healers, herbalists, linguists, ceremonial leaders and elders, and traditional teachers came
to the United States as well. These exchanges strengthened the Chicano
ties to indigenous Mexican identities. 50
The history of the Twelve Travelers project illustrates both the complexity of identity and the contested terrain of history. At a time when Mexican
people in the United States were claiming an indigenous identity tied to the
North American continent, many Chicanos also embraced the idea of
multiculturalism and mestizaje. According to Sanchez, the Twelve Travelers project proposed an inclusive history that bowed to these ideas early on:
The affirmation of history is the confirmation of human cultural
legacy, and the Twelve Travelers' Project is that kind of celebrationthe empowerment of our humanizing capacity to dream and realize a
greater sense of our multicultural and mutual humanities.... It has
been a history of ardor and hardship, and we have gleaned a greater
sense of our human will as we faced the arid heat of a desert-floor
which has been unyielding and harsh. We have become a hardy
people, a loving body of mixt [sic] culture, languages and pigments
able to thrive within the rigors and the tests in order to proffer to the
world the strength of our convictions, the power of our wills and the
loving abrazos of the humanizing gentle breeze of our culturesY
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He listed what he called "legendary" southwestern names, including
Cabeza de Vaca, Ofiate, Pancho Villa, Magoffin, John Wesley Hardin,
Mangas Coloradas, Estebanico;Mariano Azuela, Alexander Doniphan, John
Pershing, and Victoriano Huerta. Sanchez praised the people of the Southwest as blending "the wide expanse of mankind - Tiguas, Espafioles,
Mexicanos, Arabs, Jews, and all their admixtures" into "a rainbowed humanity."52 Despite Chicano opposition, Sanchez continued to support the
project and Houser in the pages of the El Paso Herald-Post. In one column,
Sanchez even described him as an "immensely talented renaissance man."53
In another Sanchez described the ways in which art and history would merge
in the Twelve Travelers project, suggesting that "the grouping of figures
from cross-cultural and multi-racial milieu might further teach those future
children that there is but one human race and it is blessed by different hues
and accents.... Students might be moved to explore the area's history and
take a greater pride in the hardy people who first passed through here and
settled a burnished land."54 The official literature of the Twelve Travelers
had promised that the "diversity will be reflected within the Twelve Travelers Memorial."" Despite this promise, controversy continued over the racial politics involved in the project.
In 1990 the project encountered problems when then mayor Suzanne
Azar announced that the city would indefinitely halt the project. She also
created the Twelve Travelers Review Committee. Artist Antonio Pifia responded, "It won't work Madame Mayor'!" Calling the mayor's Anglodominated committee "an anti-Hispanic thorn in our side," he wondered
whether "the Mayor [was] truly interested in two thirds ofE! Paso's population when she appoint[ ed] a personal XII Travelers advisory committee exhibiting the bias and ignorance demonstrated by this committee?" Pifia
continued: "Hispanics will not be held back and denied their place as today's
leaders, but are going to demand recognition of their contribution and place
in our society. To frustrate the XII Travelers is a blatant act of discrimination
against all minorities and particularly Hispanics."56 By then the Juntos Art
Association, a group that promoted Hispanic culture through art, had already communicated with Mayor Azar. Board member Juan A. Sandoval II
wrote, "Juntos recognizes the XII Travelers' multicultural aspect as an important chronicle and rel,evant portrayal of the historical development of
the EI Paso Southwest."57 Journalist Joe Olvera later responded to Pifia:
If the focus [of the XII Travelers] is on Hispanics, that's because the
first 400 years of Southwest history is Hispanic history.... It will
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celebrate us and our culture and will do much towards unifying the
community in making Hispanics an integral part of our city. In giving
them credit for their contributions, self-esteem will rise among
Hispanics, and youngsters, especially, will finally begin to understand
their role in history.58
By the early 199os, the earlier vision of a multicultural history had faded,
for the Twelve Travelers focused exclusively on Onate. At least one protest
was held by Mexican-origin people objecting to Onate. One participant
remembers that protestors held signs reading: "Espana no es tu madre patria.
jEs la patria que te di6 en la madre!" Clearly, this statement reflected the
convictions of Chicanos and Mexicanos who identified as colonized people
rather than colonizers. 59 In 2000 another protest occurred at Calendar Park
in downtown El Paso. A small piece of land with a replica of the Aztec
Calendar, the park was sometimes the site of Mexican Indian ceremonies,
which the Spanish language press reported. 60 In 2003 opponents of the statue
protested further funding by holding up signs in the city council chambers
that proclaimed, "Onate, my foot!" This event represented a critical shift" in
both consciousness and strategy. Rather than seeking inclusion in the traditional historical narrative of the Spanish Borderlands and Ame;j"can So-~th
west by claiming a connection with the colonization of Ne~ Spain and
Mexico, opponents of the Onate statue identified with Native peoples, the
colonized. Many of the demonstrators either had studied with traditional
Mexican Indian teachers in the United States or had traveled to Mexico to
learn about indigenous Mexican ceremonies and ideas. 6!
In the fall of 2003, such protests made the front page of the El Paso Times.
On 4 November of that year, protestors appeared before the city council,
which was considering additional funding for the statue as well as its relocation to the El Paso International Airport. Among those who spoke against
further funding of the Onate sculpture were Texas State representative
Norma Chavez, Petuuche Gilbert and Maurus Chino of Acoma Pueblo,
former Tigua governor Albert Alvidrez, Jesus Padilla (Tigua), Gary Kieffner
(Cherokee), and several Chicanos, including political activist Jaime Perez.
Following several votes, the city council agreed to a series of deadlines for
the completion of the statue. They also committed to additional funding of
$713,000 and decided to place the finished sculpture at the airport. The city
council did not terminate the project but did agree to rename the piece The
Equestrian. Opponents viewed the removal of the word conquistador from
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the title as a victory. Members and supporters of the Twelve Tr,avelers angrily responded that Onate, as a Spaniard and colonizer, was important to
the region. Well-known local historian Leon C. Metz claimed of Onate,
"He gave us our name." Twelve Travelers committee member Sandra
Braham said, "It's like saying Columbus didn't discover America."6z
Several weeks later, Representative Chavez elaborated on her opposition to the statue. She explained: "I have consciously objected to the statue
ofJuan de Onate since its inception.... I must now come forth on this issue
because of what the statue of Onate symbolizes and because of the stain of
oppression that the erected image will have on our community, consciously
or subconsciously." Although acknowledging Houser's talent, she argued,
"Art is political." Quoting Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, Chavez claimed,
"art should playa role in empowering working people to understand their
own histories." She asked readers, "Does the statue of a brutal, inept, and
inhumane conquistador truly serve to empower EI Pasoans? Is this what our
community wishes to pass on to our future generations?"63 The debates went
on in the newspaper. Chicano muralist Carlos Callejos contended that the
statue made a hero of Onate: "We must be sensitive to the indigenous and
Mexican Americans who have not been treated fairly in history. Onate was
a historic figure, but he's not a hero among Native Americans."64
The public discussion triggered by the protests explored divergent definitions of history. Houser argued:
In the concept of the memorial we are not picking heroes out of our
history. We are commemorating the history itself, and heroes do not
always make history. We are picking these people for their historical
significance and not necessarily for their moral character. [Hardin and
Villa] left an impact on the history of the region. Villa was the most
prominent and dramatic personality of his era. Hardin represents the
Wild West of old EI Paso better than anyone else. 65
Supporters of the statue, including historian John L. Kessell, argued that
opposing the sculpture not only ignored history, but the protests opened
wounds and invoked memories best forgotten. Kessell stated: "I fail to see
the benefit in the year 2003, as we try to come together in community, of
dredging up cruelties four centuries old. Perhaps by forgiving what our ancestors did to each other, we can begin to heal and forgive what we're doing
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to each other today."66 Newspaper columnist Raul Amaya urged the city
council to reinstate the Onate name "to be historically correct and honor the
intent of the Twelve 'fravelers organization. I'm not insensitive to the concerns of the Acoma Indians. I'm a mestizo, the offspring of the conqueror and
the conquered." Like others Amaya argued that the stahle was simply an acknowledgment ofhistorical fact, adding that the "Spaniards were Nazi-like in
their belief of their racial and cultural superiority." He suggested that the
sculpture's opponents be allowed to "put their side of the story on a plaque
that would be attached [on] one of the sides of the base on which the statue
will rest."67 The Onate sculpture would incorporate and stimulate historical
dialogue on the Spanish-Native experience in the region.
In the virtual pages of E1 Paso Metro, an online newspaper edited by
statue opponent Jaime Perez, the description of events was much more colorful. In "Onate Lover's [sic] Make Move," the E1 Paso Metro asserted a
difference between Hispanics and Indios/Chicanos: "The fact that those
that favor sensitivity to Native Americans, their progeny known as Mestizos
(Chicanos) are meeting and strategizing on the nature of their opposition
cannot bode well for the city let alone for Onate worshippers.... This is
about heritage." Edging into sarcasm, the editorial went on: "Many feel that
Natives or Indios/Chicanos just don't get it. They don't understand art. They
don't understand the big picture. They don't understand transcending history. They just don't understand bronze. Fortunately, the bigoted elite can
count on a few 'cool headed' Hispanics that understand art for arts sake."68
Perez's critique implied deep divisions in the Hispanic community over
race, class, and ethnicity.
Statue supporters like Metz continued to use time-tested stereotypes dating to the early twentieth century to defend the Onate statue. In an editorial
published shortly after the city council hearing in 2003, Metz wrote mockingly: "So who was Juan de Onate? Those who choke and wheeze and gasp
at the mention of his name because (they claim) he cut off a foot of Northern New Mexico Indian troublemakers tend to overlook-and I suspect
deliberately-one salient fact: Onate celebrated the first Thanksgiving in
what is now North America." Metz went on to describe the conquistador as
the "alleged 'murderous Indian-hating Onate."'69 In the editorial pages of
the E1 Paso Times, Metz and other writers characterized opponents of the
statue as the "political correctness police" or as individuals with "real or
imagined axes to grind."70 In
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the University of Texas at El Paso, described opponents of the statue as a
"small group of radical activists."710pposition to the Onate statue seemed
incomprehensible to them.
In recent years, however, there have been signs of dialogue. An example
of this came at the zo05 "First Thanksgiving" celebration, commemorating
the Spanish entry into the El Paso region by Onate in 1598. There, members of the Manso nation, the people living in the area when the Spaniards
arrived who taught Onate the location of the pass-el paso -over the river,
read the following eloquent statement:
How can we-the indigenous-give thanks for the opening silo [sic] of
the suffering of our ancestors? We embrace our mutual struggles at
achieving true equality among all people in this country. In that spirit,
we agreed to attend today, to be part of this ceremony, to be with our
fellow community members from this valley and from the El Paso
area, who are our comrades in appreciating our rich and varied history.
. . . Though we may not agree on all issues, and our perspectives of the
past are as varied as our names and the shades of our skin, we can
agree on the beauty of our cultures; on the goal of equality for all
aspects of our community; we can agree that all voices, all opinions, all
perspectives, deserve to be heard, and we can agree about the great
fortunes and blessings we have in this wonderful desert we call home. 72
Amid continuing controversy, the City ofEI Paso and the Twelve Travelers
project dedicated the sculpture on ZI Aprilzo07. The Southwest Indigenous
Alliance, residents of Acoma Pueblo, and Chicano/a residents of El Paso
organized a protest that received significant media attention. 73 Embedded
within that controversy are critical questions about identity and the production and meaning of history. After decades of acceptance, and even support,
of the colonial imaginary, Mexican-origin people are challenging the conventional Spanish Borderlands narrative that Onate and his colonial enterprise embody.
Conclusion
The Spanish colonial imaginary, as symbolized by Onate, has been utilized
by both Euroamericans and Mexican Americans to claim whiteness in the
racial hierarchy of the United States. In El Paso of the 1930S, the mythic
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Spanish past, characterized as a time when white men introduced civilization to the area, allowed Euroamericans to claim their place in a long line
of white male conquerors. In a similar way, Mexican Americans claimed
descent from the Spanish colonizers in representations oflocal and regional
history. Yet, there is a fundamental difference between the two. For
Euroamericans, claims to whiteness and civilization entrenched their power.
For Mexican Americans, claims to whiteness allowed them to challenge
the power structure and assert visibility within the historical memory of the
region. By the 1990S, however, the Chicano Movement and revived ties to
indigenous identity enabled or compelled Mexican-origin people in the
region to reject the Spanish narrative and racial politics of colonial imaginary and to ally themselves with the colonized rather than the colonizers.
In the process, new strategies emerged for achieving equality. In an ironic
twist, commemorations of Spanish colonization and Onate have provided
spaces for these new Indio/Chicano identities to assert themselves.
To return to Sarah Horton's question about the commemoration of the
Spanish colonial past and its relationship to racial inequality, this brief exploration into such commemorations in EI Paso shows that history-or
rather, the production of history- is never an innocent undertaking. Such
commemorations reflect the social milieu and the racial politics of the time.
Representations of Spanish colonization have been used both to justify and
challenge conquest. Such commemorations provide venues for political
action, which historians have little explored, especially in Mexican immigrant communities.
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